Abstract

India as a 2nd largest populous country with a high population density with lack of awareness, burden of neglected tropical diseases and a rising prevalence of non communicable diseases, have overburdened health infrastructure. In such conditions Covid-19 pandemic is stretching the health system to its limit. Most of population is a daily wager; unawareness is there already for many basic habits. There is poor access to safe food availability, safe water and sanitation, poor food storage facility or access to processed foods, affordability of processed foods and necessity supply chain are lacking. All such aspects have a public health importance. Meanwhile to protect the community from the covid infection has led to an increase in the Biomedical Waste (BMW) production for which no separate guideline is formulated as the WHO guidelines for waste management suffice to manage covid related waste too. The segregation of COVID waste as per requirements of Schedule I of the BMW Management Rules 2016 with some additional safety criteria is sufficient to handle the waste. The waste generated at hospital and quarantine camps or houses if handled according to the guidelines then the problem can be steadily tackled with minimum problems. This pandemic Covid-19 disease can be used as a tool to educate the population. “Empowering masses about modes of transmission, debunking myths, associated risks and preventive strategies” and this will be is a cost effective key instrument not only for Covid 19 but also for other infectious disease.

Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which causes coronavirus disease (COVID-19), was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan city, China, and later spread to many provinces in China [1]. On January 30th, 2020, the WHO declared COVID-19 a public health emergency of international concern [2]. The first SARS-CoV-2 positive case in India was reported in the state of Kerala on January 30th, 2020. Initially cases were rising slowly and it took 110 days to reach 100,000 marks, but subsequently it grows exponentially and now 60000-70000 cases are reported daily, with more than 7 million total cases. India has reached in second position in list of countries with highest number of cases, behind only to USA [3]. In India there are only 0.53 hospital beds per 1000 population [4] and with such speed of Covid 19 cases can easily tear down the Indian health infrastructure. The Covid 19 is affecting the population not only by the disease itself but also by creating other public health issues. Even the developed nations with high Global Health Security Index (GHSI) are badly hit. The catastrophic capability of this infectious disease was grossly underestimated in the developed countries such as the USA and many countries in Europe and they paid heavy price for this imprudence in the form of a very rapid surge in disease transmission and high fatality. Developing countries are already facing the brunt of inadequate resources of health care, poor
nutrition and financial constraints in their public spending on health. There is already overwhelming scarcity of critical care resources in health sector like intensive care management units and ventilators. There is already a high population density and lack of awareness more over the existing morbidities are higher in India in form of neglected tropical diseases, rising non communicable diseases, and as a denominator 2nd largest populous country having overburdened health infrastructure. Thus the pandemic Covid–19 disease is acting as a double edged sword. In situation like this “Empowering masses about modes of transmission, debunking myths, associated risks and preventive strategies” is a cost effective key instrument that should be widely and judiciously used amidst scarcity of resources.

Biomedical waste management in covid time

The appalling increase in the number of people/regions/countries infected with SARS–CoV–2 coupled with exponential increase in generation of bio medical waste from covid patients has indicated that the world may be overrun by COVID–waste and the outcome of this plenitude will have a deep impact on sustainable waste management practices in the coming years [6]. The resilience of our society and waste management practices are under scientific scrutiny with the contrasting reports of stability of SARS–CoV–2 on various surfaces [7]. The traces of this virus has been observed on plastics for 6.8 h, stainless steel for 5.6 h [8], and the outer layer of surgical mask up to 7 days [9]. It clearly indicates that COVID–waste (like needles and syringes used for blood samples, surgical facemasks, and PPE) can have a longer persistence of SARS–CoV–2. Virus transmissions from the contaminated dry surfaces have also been postulated including self inoculation of mucous membranes of the eyes, nose, and mouth [10]. The exposure to COVID–waste may potentially increase the virus spread by increasing the reproductive number (Ro) from its determined range between 2.2 and 3.58 [11,12]. The major route of SARS–CoV–2 transmission is splatters or splashes liberated during breathing, coughing, sneezing etc. of an infected person. The improper management of COVID–waste would expose common people and healthcare workers in danger of infection spread. Thus, effective management of COVID–waste including the appropriate disinfection and disposal techniques would be absolute necessity to control the pandemic spread.

Indian guidelines for managing biomedical waste [13]

COVID–19 isolation wards: In India, Bio Medical Waste is managed as per provisions of Bio Medical Waste Management Rules 2016. These rules prescribe that occupier of health care facility shall hand over the segregated waste to Operator of Common Bio–medical Waste Treatment Facility (CBWTF) for treatment, processing and final disposal. The rules also obligate the occupier to disinfect infectious waste on–site before handing over to the operator of CBWTF. During this outbreak of COVID–19 pandemic, when an all out effort was being attempted to contain this outbreak; Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) of the Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change issued Guidelines in March 2020 for handling, treatment and disposal of waste generated during treatment/
populations and vulnerable population groups (to those who are most at risk) with actionable information for self-protection, including identification of symptoms, and clear guidance for treatment seeking.

Third, continued intensive source control is needed in the epicentre, isolation of patients and persons testing positive for COVID-19, contact tracing and health monitoring, strict health facility infection prevention and control, and use of other active public health control interventions with continued active surveillance and containment activities at all other sites where outbreaks are occurring.

Fourth, continued containment activities are needed around sites where there are infected people and transmission among contacts, with intensive study to provide information on transmissibility, modes of transmission, and natural history of infection, with regular reporting to WHO and sharing of data.

Fifth, intensified active surveillance is needed for possible infections in all countries using the WHO-recommended surveillance case definition.

Sixth, preparation for resilience of health systems in all countries is needed, as is done at the time of seasonal influenza, anticipating severe infections and course of disease in older people and other populations identified to be at risk of severe disease.

Seventh, if widespread community transmission is established, there should then be consideration of a transition to include mitigation activities, especially if contact tracing becomes ineffective or overwhelming and an inefficient use of resources. Examples of mitigation activities include cancelling public gatherings, school closure, tele/remote working, home isolation, observation of the health of symptomatic individuals supported by telephone or online health consultation, and provision of essential life support such as oxygen supplies, mechanical ventilators and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) equipment.

Eighth, serological tests need to be developed that can estimate current and previous infections in general populations.

Finally, continued research is important to understand the source of the outbreak by study of animals and animal handlers in markets to provide evidence necessary for prevention of future coronavirus outbreaks.

India’s action in Covid 19

In this pandemic, India’s approach was fast as well as aggressive. For this, it has already received accolades from Dr. Henk Bekedam, the WHO’s representative in India [15]. Other commendable efforts so taken are announcing a $22.6 billion economic stimulus plan, to provide relief to millions of poor people hit by the nationwide lockdown. For empowering masses, a dedicated webpage-A “novel coronavirus” with detailed information/advice on corona virus along with phone helpline numbers has been created on the Ministry of Health’s website, also “Aarogya setu” - a COVID tracker app has been launched that assesses the risk of getting infected with COVID. The promotion of inter-ministerial coordination too helped in managing the escalating rise by judicious use of resources like creation of containment cells in railway trains/schools/colleges, roping in of alternative medicine professionals, promotion of research in vaccine/drugs against COVID, encouraging manufacturing of antimalarial drugs and even joining hands with other countries in its containment. Hence, India along with other developing countries can culminate the COVID threat with amalgam of tested strategies along with visionary approach.

Conclusion

Since SARS CoV2 can survive for long and variable periods outside of its host, the potential of these infected fomites in spread of this infectious agent can’t be underplayed. Any laxity in appropriateness in handling of COVID waste at the sites of generation may lead to community spread. The existing resources would require priority strengthening to efficiently manage the challenge of COVID waste as per regulatory requirements. Public participation, timely collection in appropriate containers and fast disposal of covid waste would be key movers in effective management of this emerged category of waste. Public health is now recognized as a distinct discipline globally. However, opportunities of learning, research, and practice in this field are limited in India. The speed with which the virus is spreading, even among countries that are ranked high for their outstanding health systems, has left nations and economies stunned. This pandemic has taught developing nations, a lesson regarding the importance of adequate planning and preparation to effectively deal with a future emergency. Furthermore, such situations are best managed through effective coordination among the federal, provincial and local governments along with hub and satellite hospitals. There is a need to practice social distancing and promote public health measures with the help of the community and local government coordination. At present, social distancing has proven to be effective, but prolonging the lockdown can also increase poverty, mental illness and social inequality at individual level, and can affect the country’s economy in long term which may have indirect effect of health and infrastructure as well as the population in a feedback manner. Furthermore, public health systems are under severe pressure as the COVID-19 pandemic continues and the government is unable to deal with other diseases, resulting in future long-term health concerns.
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